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THE VOYAGE OF THE LILLE DAN
Angella Falter

E called the inflatable dinghy 'Lille Dan'. It was only twelve
feet long, lille is Danish for little, and we hoped it would be
a good ice boat like all the Dan ships of the Lauritzen line. We had
travelled in luxury from Denmark to East Greenland in Nella Dan,
making her annual supply trip to the settlement at Scoresby Sund.
Even Nella was delayed in the pack ice and for several days our
expedition was four scientists in a cabin playing Scrabble, with five
breaks a day for extravagant meals.
At last our equipment, including Lille Dan and another identical
dinghy, was unloaded at the settlement. We then chartered the
sturdy local boat 'Jane' to take us across Scoresby Sund
further
than from Dover to Calais
past the formidable cliffs of Kap
Brewster and eighty miles south to Kap Dalton. Jane's journey was
remarkably free of ice. She steamed southwards for nineteen hours,
stopping only to place dumps of food and fuel for our return journey.
Skilful seamanship by Jane's crew of Greenlanders brought us ashore
only a few kilometres north of Kap Dalton. As we pitched camp on

Map showing route and Camps
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the gravel of a stream delta, Jane turned for home and we were left
to depend on the two little boats, their outboard motors, and our
own four selves.
The invitation to work in Greenland this summer had come as
a complete surprise. Jack and I were needed to work with Stuart
and Margrethe (Maggie) Watt, mapping the Tertiary basalts of the
Blosseville coast. This was a marvellous opportunity to extend
Jack's earlier work and to visit Kap Dalton, a place we had been
scheming after for a long time. There, sediments rest on the basalts;
sediments might contain fossils, and fossils reveal ages that put
geological history in perspective. And now the Geological Survey
for Greenland was sending us to sample the famous Kap Dalton
sediments.
Behind Camp I were mountains rising to a thousand metres in
long jagged ridges which disappeared inland under the ice cap.
Basalt flows stood out as nearly-horizontal bands, cut in places by
chocolate-coloured dykes. Snow lay in patches in the gullies. Icebergs and broken pack floated on the sea, far and near. One morning
Jack and I set off in Lille Dan for Kap Dalton, one inlet and one
headland away. A thick mist hung over the sea and we 'sailed' on
a compass bearing
not easy when a boat needs 'leads' through
the pack. But soon we were dragging the boat out of the water.
The last Englishman to set foot here was probably the famous
geologist Wager in 1932. Greenlanders occasionally come here
hunting in the spring, by dog sledge over the sea ice, but the nearest
settlement is many miles away.
We worked all day, mapping and photographing and collecting
shale samples. We felt privileged to follow in the footsteps of Wager
and we thought of Cherry-Garrard, who crossed the Antarctic continent to bring home a penguin's egg. Such is the motivation of the
scientist. In the evening the off-shore scene was changed; pack ice
now stretched from our mooring to the headland we had rounded
so easily in the morning. The bay might remain blocked for days;
we had to do something. With the engine removed we could just
drag the boat onto the ice. Two hours and weary shoulders later we
had negotiated the crucial half mile; there was open water round the
headland and Lille Dan sailed home in triumph.
The same thing happened to all four of us next time with both
boats beyond Kap Dalton, two headlands away from camp. Luckly,
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the main headland is separated from the mountains by an isthmus
of tundra two kilometres wide. So we left Lille Dan (to be collected),
dismantled the other boat, manhandled the sections across the
isthmus in relays, and rebuilt it on the other side. This was hilarious,
more like a caravan crossing the desert than a sea-faring Arctic
expedition; but we spent the night in Camp.
An important part of mapping the basalts was measuring
sections; this was where our mountaineering experience came in.
One clambers up a ridge or gully recording the thickness of the
flows, the mineral composition, the effects of weathering, the
occurence of columnar jointing, and the minerals which have formed
in cavities. One can tell whether the lavas were erupted on land or
in water. Sometimes a flow sequence can be correlated between
sections many miles apart.
All the terrain has long been subject to severe Arctic weathering
and is desperately loose. Innocent gradients often proved impossible
to climb. Everywhere it was three steps forward and two steps back.
The screes were barely stable; we would start great stone avalanches
that went on and on. We had to concentrate on not killing each
other, as well as on writing field notes and collecting samples. We
found beautiful agates and aggregates of rare crystals. It would be
cold and misty all day at sea level but we would rise above it and
get very hot on those terrible slopes. Scree-running down was
rapid; we would reach the foot of a gully knee deep in stones. Noone, but no-one, would climb these mountains for fun.
We made four more camps on the return from Kap Dalton to
Kap Brewster. Moving invariably brought problems with ice-fast
headlands and poor visibility. Sometimes a gap in the ice would
close before the boats passed through it. Jack had a useful flair for
avoiding dead ends. Sometimes we pushed the ice apart, one member from each boat standing on opposite floes and pushing away
with a pole. We became quite nimble at jumping from boat to ice.
One morning in camp II by Romer Fjord we heard the sound
of outboards. Could there be another expedition in the area? No,
our visitors were five Greenlanders and they were just as surprised
to see us. We entertained them to coffee Kaffimik, in Greenlandic
and they told us of their small, new settlement half way to Scoresby
Sund. They were out hunting seal, duck, walrus, using rifles for
weapons; the harpoon and kayak no longer feature on the east coast.
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The Greenlanders, four men and a woman, seemed half our height
and twice our width, sturdy, short-legged people with Asiatic features
and gipsy skins, dressed in furry clothes. Their hunting must have
been successful because they called again on their way home. They
left us four fresh salmon and we had a whole one, each.
We found hot springs, ruined Eskimo settlements, and bear
traps, cunning devices where a bear taking the bait triggers the rifle
in the field all day, then
that shoots it. The days passed quickly
cook, confer, wrap samples, add detail to maps, sort out the maps
for next day and collapse into sleeping bag. By mid-August reading
late in bed was no longer possible and in the morning there would be
fresh ice on the sea.
The journey between Camps IV and V was our epic. We had
to make fifty miles, first crossing wide fjords, then following an
unfriendly coast with sheer cliffs or cornices overhanging the water.
The land held no more comfort than the sea; not even Lille Dan could
have put ashore. We sailed on a compass course, keeping the two
boats together with difficulty. The wind strengthened from behind

Icebergs in fjord near Camp 4 oa Manby Halve
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and soon there was a big following sea. Lille Dan was heavily laden
and despite careful steering waves kept breaking over. I baled
frantically with a bucket. We had to get round Kap Brewster; at
least the weather was driving us that way. Wearing four sweaters,
two anoraks and three hoods, we were chilled to the bone, especially
our feet. If the boat had swamped we would surely have had no
chance. Maybe there were Christians somewhere praying for 'those
in peril on the sea', because the worst didn't happen and we rounded
Kap Brewster in clouds of spray with gallons of fuel to spare.
Camp V was at an abandoned settlement. The wooden houses
looked homely but turned out to be filthy, with rubbish and rotting
blubber all over the ground and a revolting smell. Eventually we
cleaned out a room to live in while we waited to be lifted off. We
couldn't go far from the radio in case a message came through about
the helicopter. We deflated Lille Dan and its companion, washed
and powdered them like babies and packed them away. Then we
tried to excavate a geological boundary under the scree, but only
came to permafrost. Storm clouds glowered over Scoresby Sund
from an angry red sky.
Two days later the helicopter swooped down, looking like a
double decker bus and sounding like a Primus. Boats, tents and
boxes were tossed in and in half an hour we were back across
Scoresby Sund. Later, we flew across the icecap to West Greenland,
over the Staunings Alps at sunrise, a sight to make one want to bale
out. Then, S0ndre Str0mfjord, civilisation. No more Dan Boats,
little or big.
One more new experience back in Copenhagen. Maggie, a
qualified pilot, took us up in a Piper Cherokee. For half an hour
Hamlet's castle, the Swedish coast
she pointed out the land marks
then indicated the dual controls. 'You fly it now', she invited.
So I did; but we live to tell the tale and plan the next Greenland
expedition!
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A HIGH ENDING
Sheila Cor mack

T~"HREE of us struggled through deep snow drifts. Only an hour
1 of daylight remained. We were enveloped in falling snow and
thick cloud, reluctant to turn uphill as the compass demanded. This
was Scotland in November! Memories flooded back. Eight months
earlier the weather had been the same, but in another country and
with different people.
At Easter 1975 we were skiing the High Level Route. Saas Fee
to Arolla had gone well with several days spent rhythmically skinning uphill and carefully snowploughing down. It is a satisfying
way to travel. After a morning in Arolla we took the ski tow and
headed for the Pas de Chevres. It was snowing. Visibility was poor.
This was not promising for our next stage. We roped down the
ladder and crossed the glacier to the Dix Hut to escape from the
approaching darkness and biting cold into the friendly fug of a full
hut.
Friday: high winds, falling snow, poor visibility, inactivity.
Frosted parties returned rebuffed from the Col de Cheilon. Some
of our party returned to Arolla. Only Jo, Colin and I remained at
the hut that night. Next morning it was snowing at 5.00 a.m.,
sunny by 7.00 a.m., and when the three of us left it was a magnificent
morning. First there was gentle skiing, through fresh powder snow,
down the glacier towards Dix Lake. Bright red avalanche cards
trailed behind us. We traversed above the lake to the buried La
Barma Chalets; then up over cols in the Rosablanche massif, heading
for Mont Fort Hut. It was slow going. Even with skis we sank
deep into the soft powder. The Col de Severeu arrived at last, but
the weather had deteriorated. There was thick cloud and it began
to snow. We skied downhill with skins on. It was impossible to
judge the relief.
All afternoon we made slow progress as the snow fell around us.
5.30 p.m.; only an hour of daylight left. We were still high on the
mountain and uncertain of our position. There was no hope of
reaching the hut that night. A snow hole was suggested. There was
reluctant agreement. We dug for an hour. By dark we were inside,
ate what we could (dried potato did not appeal and the water bottle
had frozen), and settled down for the night.
11
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6.00 a.m. and time to move . Hopefully we looked out.
Disappointment. The snow was still falling heavily. Thick mist.
Which way should we go? The route to Mont Fort Hut was back
up, over one more col. This was impossible. The new snow was
by now so deep that we could not move uphill. A six foot snow
bank was almost insurmountable. Visibility was so bad that we
would probably never find the route in any case. The alternative
was to continue down the valley we were in and hope to get out at
the end.
We started, Colin ahead. He made rapid progress riding down
the first slope on a small avalanche. Jo and I stepped carefully
down in its wake. On and on, "Surely that's a wall .... and a
chalet roof". Another few yards and we looked down from the
hanging valley. Avalanches roared. Loose powder snow lay over
steep slopes and crags. There was no route out. It took some time
to convince me. Retreat. The chalet door was easily forced and we
went indoors. It was midday. There was calor gas to melt snow.
And there was food; we could survive in comfort for a week. Beds
and blankets were a luxury. By evening it had stopped snowing
and the mist was clearing. A rosy sunset tinted the snow. We were
optimistic for the morning.
Monday 6.00 a.m. it was a beautiful morning. Several feet of
new snow and a pale blue sky. Colin went to work setting up
scarecrows. By this time the others should have alerted the rescue.
Orange anoracks hanging from skis were visible for miles.
9.30 a.m. "What's that noise?" We had just started to make
breakfast. "It can't be the helicopter yet". Sure enough, flying
very high, there it was. We waved and danced. It headed down
towards us. I pushed frozen clothing into stiff sacks and forced my
feet into frozen boots. A head appeared in the doorway. "You want
rescuing, yes?". "Yes" we said and threw sacks and skis on
board.
Away from the chalet we climbed. Our tracks of yesterday
were clearly visible in the snow. The Mont Fort Hut and Verbier
lift system passed below us. Cameras clicked. Half an hour later
we were unloaded at Sion airport; amid green fields, trees in blossom,
and singing birds. Our time had run out . . . until next year.
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THE EDGE OF THE LAND
Gwen Moffat

T CAN'T remember a time when sea cliffs were nothing more than
* rock climbs and the only activity on the stance was managing the
rope. Perhaps this was because I came late to coastal climbing,
when the interest in wildlife and what may loosely be termed
"scenery" was well advanced. For me, the fascination of sea cliffs
has always been their difference, and that was based on the other
element involved: water.
To start with, an ambiance that is mainly fluid ensures light of
a balmy and intense quality where, ambiguously, bright or shining
objects: clothing, ripples, carabiners, fins, obtrude with greater
clarity than anything in the hard sunlight of the hinterland. Even
reflected light is dazzling as anyone knows who has waited for long
on the shadowed side of a zawn with nothing else to do but watch
the underside of the roofs.
In one's memories Cornwall
because one climbed there
whether calm, rough, or with a long swell running, was always light,
from direct or refracted sun. It never rained in Cornwall.
Also it was always summer
and it was shark time. If
basking sharks were man-eaters, I can imagine the Cornish cliffs
fierce now only by virtue of the techniques involved
imagine
their childlike innocence fraught with the horror of these monsters
lurking below. Cornwall would then become the most terrifying
playground of all. For basking sharks do lurk, they do suddenly
appear, and they are thirty feet.
I saw them first off Cam Les Boel. There were six and they
were huge, the dorsal fins wet and a little ragged with age like old
gulls' wings. I thought then that to see six sharks half a mile away
was a sight granted to few people, and I was duly grateful, so that
the next sighting came as such a shock that at the time it could not
be true, but some kind of cosmic joke.
Helluva Slab, the route was called
a V. Diff; easy, lazy,
soft, like the day. I was second, and the start was from a platform,
ripple-washed. The sea was calm, quiet and apparently empty. A
few feet above the start I looked down for a foothold and saw this
fin towering out of the water and the shape, enormous, nosing along
the platform I'd just left.
13
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I couldn't move and I stopped breathing. Of course I knew
they ate plankton or at least nothing bigger than herring, but I was
experiencing that terrible and vicarious thrill: the horror of a
situation where one climbed above thirty-foot man-eaters.
But although such a leap in the danger level would account for
those with the death wish, nasty sharks would also mean a significant
drop in seal numbers, and it's seals that make the day for people
who walk or climb or merely watch on sea cliffs.
There are dog people and cat people; there are also seal people.
The last are deluded but have fun despite the delusion. It would
be nice to know that the grey seal is selective and that only the
chosen few can sing and talk and attract them. The truth is that
seals are as nosy as cats, and as unselfconscious. If anyone is
anywhere within a seal's ken, that person has to be inspected willynilly.
Like sharks, seals appear without warning and without sound.
You may be bored, too hot, too cold, annoyed, in some way preoccupied with self, and you turn round and find yourself the focus
of two large intelligent eyes, whiskers and eyebrows bristling with
curiosity. Cow seals are slender and beautiful but bulls have necks
like Prussian caricatures and snouts like sea elephants. Some appear
to have difficulty with their breathing and they dribble and wheeze,
regarding you the while like portly scientists assessing a new flea.
If you complain that this is not disconcerting but rude, they move
closer as if slightly deaf. You may be quite alone, your leader out
of sight, and you start to think about mermen. The situation is
bizarre but the supernatural element isn't; it's there. He may be
only an old bull seal but his regard is neither animal nor human,
at least in this ambiance that is mostly water and air.
There is a strong connection between old magic and conservation
(the anthropologists have been telling us this since Margaret Mead)
and once experienced, this awareness increases as the interest in
reality deepens. It's as if subjectivity marched with objectivity or,
more aptly, both ascend in intertwined spirals, the one attitude
benefiting from an awareness of the other. For example, to start
with, the activity of hostile birds is viewed only as a hazard to one's
welfare. A cormorant or fulmar vomits down the climb and the
present inconvenience and potential danger relate only to you. It
takes time before one realises that the cormorant was not fully
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fledged and had no alternative to falling off but to try to drive you
away. The same applies to nesting fulmars; they're fledged but if
they leave the egg, a raven or a black-backed gull will come in and
get it.
Slowly one learns to avoid young birds on ledges, then whole
ledges, finally any climbs where there are birds. It is less a matter
and
of people versus birds than of your fun against their survival
the nesting season lasts only a few months.
to find activities other
with a family
Because of the need
than Scrabble for off-days and in the wet, the discovery of new sea
cliffs progressed and to my astonishment I realised that the biggest
of all lay close to where I'd lived. I'd been unaware of their
existence simply because we didn't possess the relevant map. Such
places, because they were huge and loose, because they carried no
sound rock, possessed instead flora, fauna, scenery, silence and
new risks.
amazingly
There are two types of cliff top: that where the slope runs up
gently from the inland side, and the other, where the bottom half
at almost the same angle; an angle
is rock and the top is grass
which, for safety purposes is the same. In fact, you'd stand more
and
chance on the vertical rock than on the near-vertical grass
the rock cliff lies below the grass. The latter is a short shiny type
of turf as slippery as ice, and traversed by sheep trods little wider
than a boot.
A good example of this lies on the north side of Loch Brittle
and if you manage to negotiate hairy trods for two miles or so, you'll
come to a blind corner on the lip of a fine amphitheatre. So far as
I can remember there is no way in, or no safe way. Down on the
water-line is a shelf where a group of seals were singing when we
were there. Assuming they have seals in the Greek seas, one guessed
who sang the sirens' song. It was eerie, compelling, and unbelievably
dangerous.
The awkward thing about such grass slopes is that all the
concentration has to be on the terrain; there are cliffs in Gwynedd
where, even if you glimpse a peregrine, you dare not give it a second
glance until you're ensconced behind an ant hill. So it's a relief to
find that some of the biggest, if not the biggest cliffs, have the most
where you may lean out on a cemented fence post
innocuous tops
and look down a thousand feet: a useless gesture but one which
holds a certain interest.
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Making a pleasant outing from Glen Brittle on a wet day is
Talisker Bay
the bay itself grandly scenic with waterfalls, a stack
and, in April, more primroses on the northern cliffs than can be
found anywhere else in these acquisitive days, and only found where
cliffs are too steep for greed and too loose for fun. But it is the
southern cliffs of Talisker that are the main attraction. A trig,
point stands on the edge at 937 feet and, from the bay southwards
for three miles, there is no contour line lower than 500. Inland are
the pillared peaks of the Preshals, and a dun in the Sleadale glen.
Before a visit it is informative to read Boswell on Skye, for he and
the Doctor were guests at Talisker House.
Another group of cliffs waiting for off-days stand farther north,
on the tip of the peninsula called Duirinish
which holds far more
than MacLeod's Tables, and his Maidens in the sea. I first saw
Waterstein from Dunvegan Head and that's a cliff over a thousand
feet high. From it there is this stupendous view to the south: a
view composed basically of right-angled triangles in muted blacks
and greens. For Waterstein, Ramasaig and Hoe are headlands that
slope gently upwards from inland to end with shocking suddenness
above nothing where the rocks drops into Moonen Bay. Waterstein
is thirty feet short of a thousand.
Each headland is delineated beyond the other. In the distance
are the Cuillin and some of the Inner Hebrides. On the right is the
Long Island. Below are seals, porpoises, a school of killer whales
if you're lucky, gannets, cormorants, kestrels.
All these cliffs of the western seaboard bear a profusion of
flowers, a richness the details of which I'm saving deliberately for
when I'm too old for the rest. There is never time for everything.
I'm still at the stage where there's so much to see that I must be
content with the obvious
and am. There is an embarras de
richesse. Purple saxifrage, for instance, is so abundant that it drapes
the rock in swags, leaves hidden under the blooms.
One of the reasons for a proliferation of plant life on sea cliffs
is that outside the fence (if there is one) the ground is, for practical
purposes, no man's land. It has never been sprayed, fertilised or
re-seeded. Plants which may have disappeared from other places
are common here. Vernal squill covers islands and those terrible
grass slopes where the trippers cannot go; in Cornwall tree mallow
grows higher than a man, and everywhere: on turfy lips, under
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gorse, in hidden rabbity dells, mushrooms flourish exuberantly for
those who will take the risk of reaching them.

As I saw more sea cliffs and pushed farther north, buying new
maps, I came eventually to Caithness and a strange east coast where
pink cliffs front a blue North Sea reminiscent of the Adriatic yet
with tiny fishing villages that are unique, approached by swinging
hairpins where, at the bottom, at least in one place, the sea is
glimpsed through a sandstone slit beyond the beach.
Northwards, past Wick, stand the great headlands which look
over the Pentland Firth to the Orkneys: Duncansby, Dunnet and
Holborn Head. They have stacks and cletts and a current like a
racing Styx. They are made of old red sandstone and are a paradise
for auks. There are caves and crevasses (particularly at Holborn),
gullies, zawns (called geos here); there is the fantastic light, the
strangeness, colours, fluidity, the crooning of a myriad birds. There
is too much happening at Dunnet and Duncansby; birds and water
are too urgent. You come away exhausted by the frenetic activity.
More relaxing
and far more lonely, are the cliffs of the
western seaboard: the country south of Cape Wrath. This is the
stretch of coastline that inspired Miss Pink At The Edge Of The
World.
For ten miles south of the cape the coast is grand and untracked
except in one place where a few ruins stand in Sandwood Bay above
a mile of sand ("Scamadale" in the book). Off the headland is
Patey's Buachaille.
The odd person walks from the Kyle of Durness to Oldshore
which must be twenty miles without diversions. Providing the Navy
is not using the cliffs of Cape Wrath for shelling practice, I can
imagine that a few days spent on this wild corner of coast, sleeping
under rocks and feeding on molluscs and mushrooms, would bring
you close to the ghosts that haunt the western places.
All the seaboard of Ross and Sutherland is dotted with hut
circles and brochs and duns. There are so many that few are
recorded and it is an added delight to find them when the map is
empty.
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A. man in Derbyshire found a cache of arrowheads and put them
back for others to find. Now he's dead and the secret gone with
him, which is nice. Likewise I keep secret duns for others to find
by accident, the caves where the grey seals breed, the sites for
choughs, puffins and peregrines. It's much more fun, and a far
greater achievement, to watch a jackdaw tumble and realise,
incredibly, it's got red legs, than to go to that place because someone
told you it was a haunt of choughs. You could have an experience
as unexpected and salutory as that when, after bird watching on a
new cliff, I packed up, thrilled and gratified, and turned to find
that I was the object, had been the object for an indeterminate
period, of a small group of puffins who regarded me with the same
intense interest with which I'd been observing guillemots ....
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ST. BEES
Shirley Angell

first introduction to climbing at St. Bees was with Joann
Greenhow. One wet evening about five years ago we walked
over the cliffs from St. Bees to Fleswick Bay where we did a onepitch climb and tried our skill on some 'problems'.
This gave an idea of the rock, but none of the height and
seriousness of the new routes being discovered
in 1970 and thereabouts. Our local club, Wyndham M.C., was having one of its
great surges of exploration at that time and many, many evenings
were dedicated to shruggles with vertical sandstone. I once did one
pitch of a first ascent myself, but seconding these ascents usually
involved sitting at a belay all evening while the leader struggled
with 20 or 30 feet of a 2-300 ft. climb. The rock is sound on the
whole, especially where washed by the sea, but there were many
loose boulders to be dealt with. I spent several pleasant evenings
sketching diagrams for a duplicated interim guide edited by lan,
which sold all over the country, much to our surprise. The
F. & R.C.C. later took over and published a small guide in 1972,
using my diagrams by the look of it, which was flattering. It is a
pity the original compiler was not acknowledged, but feelings ran
high just then and there was some memorable warfare. One
triumphant Fell and Rock party, having completed a route temporarily abandoned by the enemy, posted a rusty karabiner back
to its owner. The enclosed note said they had kept the sling, as it
was still in good condition. It is strange to look back on those crazy
days when we were at odds with Authority, where we have since
found so many good friends.
However, the craziest episode occurred between rivals for a first
ascent. One of the local climbers had commenced a good line which
he obviously regarded as very special. Some of his friends, with
great consideration, went on another route, which they were half
way up when the climber came to see that his precious ascent was
still intact. They said they would climb it within the week if he
didn't get a move on and he went berserk! He chucked boulders
at them, then, when they reached the top, threatened to throw
them back down the cliff.
19
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There are two main climbing areas: North Head, which is
approached from St. Bees Lighthouse by a steep way down with
notches cut in the rock, called the Fishermen's Steps, and South
Head, which can be approached at low tide by boulder hopping
from St. Bees beach or Fleswick Bay. You are threatened with a
wetting or a night out if you stay too long without ascending a route,
and this happened quite often in the exploratory days. Those caught
by the tide lit great fires of driftwood and managed well enough.
Our hospitality to visiting celebrities was impeccable at this
time. A first ascent of 'Sandman' ripened ready for plucking when
Ken Wilson came up to give a lecture and enjoy a weekend's
climbing, and Doug Scott was provided with a daunting jamming
crack to the left of 'Jimarten', which he named 'Go Go Groove'.
The climbs are VS or harder with many opportunities for
artificial routes up blank walls and overhangs. Pegs or nuts are
required for all runners and belays except at the top, where there is
a line of fence posts. There are few 'jugs' and the climbs run for
the most part up vertical chimneys and cracks, separated by
horizontal ledges. In springtime these contain little fluffy balls of
baby seagull plus the usual mess and there is a voluntary ban on
climbing the part of the cliffs where auks nest. The rocks face west
and can be warm and sheltered when high crags are out of condition;
also, the sea creates a wonderful feeling of remoteness.
I did one or two early ascents, including 'Velvet Underground',
which is satisfying as it goes to the top of a pinnacle called 'Lawson's
Leap', but I think my favourite climb on North Head is 'Jimarten'.
It is pleasantly varied and makes a good introduction to the cliff.
St. Bees may not be quite another Gogarth, but it is certainly
impressive, stretches for a good two miles and is well worth a visit.
Come to climb if you're feeling tough. If not, then bring a picnic,
watch the birds and explore for pebbles on Fleswick Bay!

Jo Greenhow pegging Iron-Horse at St. Bees.
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GOGARTH
Barbara James

vertical grass slopes above
6 4 /^LIFFS 500 feet high
committing abseils".
^ under V.S. loose rock

nothing

Many extravagant claims have been made about the cliffs at
Gogarth. The various climbing areas each have very characteristic
differences and so I intend to follow a trend and to write brief and
very personal notes about a climb on each of the five more frequented
areas around South and North Lighthouses.
It seems appropriate to begin with the area of cliff requiring
least ambulatory effort although perhaps the most mental effort to
commit oneself seawards.
Pel'. Castell Helen
"Steep rock covered in a profusion of large and solid holds".
take pegs. Beware undertow when pulling down the
Two abseils
abseil rope.
1.

Which is preferable, committing abseils or descents down
vertical grass and loose gullies? No choice anyway. At least the
P.A.'s will cause less pain. Comfortable abseils lead to an adequate
stance for both the second and the rope. Start climbing. Is this
really V.S.? Oops, a slip on bird lime and I remember the sea
below. An awkward corner is reached and the sea is forgotten.
Holds just arrive and suddenly it is over.
Second pitch. Which way? It could be any from this description. It must be up here. Committed. Help, it must have been
over there. Too late. Runner on. Of course it is this way. Oh,
I'm there. Back to the cafe and home-made scones.
"Mousetrap". Mousetrap Zawn
"Intricate and inescapable line on friable rock".
Approach by an abseil and grass descent, or traverse in from
the lighthouse at low tide. Named because of the resemblence of
the rock to crumbly cheese.

2.

Nothing to do now but to start to climb. Easy scramble to a peg
in a corner. Tie it off. Now the exciting move on grey, chalky
rock with sloping, gritty footholds and nothing much for the fingers.
99
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Only one move to that peg
made it. Clip in and move into the
corner. Another awkward move. That peg really wasn't good.
Must not go too high. Slack Barbara, I'm moving right. Big step,
heave and it's done. Easier now7 , I can see the stance.
Good places for chocks but the holds are arriving. Might as
well keep moving. Ah, another peg. Move right, then back left to
a stance on a slab.
A short but pleasant slab pitch. Why not carry on up it?
There is a good thread belay at the top.
Are you well belayed ? I don't like this move. This tape could
come off. Trust and go. Phew. The rest seems straightforward.
I'm in a corner now. Peg above me. PEG ABOVE ME. Nice
moves. Watch the loose stuff at the top. That was great. "Climb
when your ready Barbara". "Climbing Bar". "O.K."

Sea level traverse of South Stack Island
Nothing more than V. Diff. or A£. All the seriousness of the
Alps but escapable.
3.

An ebb tide, warm sun and an easy walk down to the promised
first tyrolean. Surprise. Calm sea means that it is climbable round
the back of the zawn. A squeeze through a narrowing and out into
the sun again. More scrambling. This is great. Oh, here we go.
Climb down slings to a greasy ledge, then another committing move
around a corner, but I must take out the protecting chock before
launching out. Hmm. Easier than it looked. This is the first escape
place.
Continue across friendly, sun-warmed slabs, flatteringly easy
until a handtraverse ensures pause for thought. Round a headland to a zawn. Tyrolean unavoidable. Cast. Miss. Cast. Miss.
Eventually a chock lodges and stands the tests. Ron descends down
the rope from the belay (best for the heaviest to do the testing!)
and begins to pull across the zawn. Chock shoots out and Ron
narrowly misses a soaking. Cast. Miss. Cast. Miss. At last. Ron
crosses and soon I follow. More delectable scrambling to arrive
below a big slab rising 150 feet from the sea. Continue around a
corner and into the shade. The rock is greasy and suddenly it is
not fun. Let's leave the rest for another day.
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"Gogarth\" Gogarth Main Cliff
"One of the classic routes of the crag".
One of the longest (non-girdle) climbs and all good value.

A short and relatively easy pitch leads to a good stance from
which the problems ahead can be given due consideration.
An awkward traverse, not made easier by a battle with a jammed chock. Perhaps it gets less strenuous above. Can't stop. Up
then left to a much needed belay place and rest.
Another short pitch leading to a palatial belay place. Next
pitch looks easy. It is. Good rock and the holds arrive to order.
Last pitch. The sting is in the tail. Interesting (!) start. Ah,
get the peg. The next bit looks really strenuous, steep and awkward.
Get out as many chocks as possible while at the peg and then go.
It wouldn't be so bad if you could trust the holds. Typical Gogarth.
They are getting less secure near the top. Did you really use that?
Here goes.
Dream of White Horses ! Wen Slab Area
"Technically sustained climbing in elegant positions". Very
exposed but with no very hard moves.

5.

This traverse is great. It's going to get harder. Don't get too
high. Good moves to reach Wen. I'm glad I moved my second
onto the slab below the arete. Now I can just reach a reasonable
ledge for a stance, even if the belays need searching out.
Short pitch now. Good moves up the crack for a short way
before moving down a little to pass the stance of Quartz Icicle to
reach belay pegs in Concrete Chimney.
This pitch looks hard. I need a good runner quickly. Got it.
Now to that peg. I'll leave a long sling in it
to stop rope drag of
course! Delicate climbing down. I'm glad I'm leading. This pitch
needs a steady second. Holds keep arriving. The exposure gives
the route its standard rather than the technical difficulty. I could
lace it with runners. How many will my second need ? Fewer
would be better
less rope drag. Sensitive rope work should keep
my runners on. Care needed here where it is wet. Now into the
last chimney. Rope stops me completely despite all the care. I'll
try to lift the rope over the arete. Funny peg. Last few moves look
loose. Great. It looks sensational. Did I really lead that ?
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LUNDY MEMORIES
Hilda Young

HE mention of Lundy always brings back memories of a wonderful holiday. When we visited the Island only a few climbs had
been done so we were full of ambition, intending to climb every minute
of the day, but it seems looking back we did very little. The
weather was so very hot and sultry it was a real effort to make oneself go, and how easily one sank into the carefree way of the
islanders.
But the classic routes had to be climbed so we wandered along
to the magnificent 400 ft. slab, Devils Slide, a fine climb. As we
had forgotten our piton hammer and there are no natural belays on
the climb, we borrowed a hammer from the South Lighthouse men.
However the first time Ron used it, the head flew off. This I
rescued and for the remainder of the climb the head was in my
pocket and the shaft down Ron's sock.
Another day we strolled along to Shutter Rock and while
traversing along a knife edge of rock looking down at the deep sea
between the rock cliffs, I saw the under water swimmers. Thinking
they were the chaps who had come over on the boat with us I
pointed them out to Ron. He waved and shouted "Hi mate, Hi,
Hi". The swimmers took no notice, then up popped a big head
with whiskers about a foot long, a seal, just one of the many that
swim around the Island.
At the north end of the Island we climbed the Constable. It
reminded me very much of a gritstone climb and the jamming
technique was very useful. The North Lighthouse was quite near
and the men invited us to tea. We were quite amused to see one of
the chaps come out carrying a big enamel bowl and a pint glass. He
looked up the hillside and shouted "Goaty, Goaty, Goat", and down
the hillside trotted the goat. The glass was for the milking which
was done as the goat ate the scraps from the bowl. It was a luxury
to have tea with fresh milk as the cows on Lundy are only bred
for meat.
Having exhausted our supply of known routes on the Island,
naturally we put up a few climbs. Probably the best line was the
Crack on Ganet Rock, which at low tide is easily accessible but is
completely surrounded by water when the tide is in. We went
across to the Rock and ascended the easy route to the top to see
what the finish of the crack was like. It didn't look as if it would
25
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present any difficulty, so we quickly descended and traversed around
to the left to get into the crack. It was a rather pleasant climb
presenting a little difficulty about half way up, but we sorted the
problem out after a little while. One of our camping neighbours
had come along to watch us climb. He sat below Ganet Buttress
and just as we were beginning the awkward part of the crack,
shouted, "The tide's coming in", "Alright" we said. A little later
he shouted again, but with no great urgency in his voice, naturally
\ve thought the sea was just trickling in and carried on climbing in
a leisurely way. Once more John shouted, "The tide's coming in",
"Alright nearly finished now, won't be long" we answered. Soon
we were out of the crack and standing on top of the Rock, another
quick descent down the easy route, then looking in amazement we
saw the sea had completely covered the rocks we had walked over,
it must have been about ten foot deep. Luckily we had 300 ft. of
rope and John was on the other side, so we took the centre of the
rope and put a few turns around a bollard of rock then threw the
ends over to John, instructing him to fasten the ends on his side.
Next we sat in a sling and fastening on to the rope with a carabiner
we slid across to dry land.
Too soon the holiday came to an end. The boat arrived, but as
the sea was rough she would not allow any day visitors ashore. We
had to make a hasty retreat down the hill as the little boats were
waiting to take us over to the bigger boat. We hadn't even time to
write up our routes in the book which is kept in the Old Lighthouse,
but we had our memories.
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BOSIGRAN
Nea Morin

OOSIGRAN will for ever retain that illusive magical attraction
which it has exercised over me since my first visit there nearly
but the thrill of that first visit can never again
thirty years ago
be recaptured. Few people came to the Count House then, often
shrouded in mist for ever swirling back and forth, breaking and realmost
forming, it had a secret withdrawness, an air of mystery
enhanced by the great gaunt chimney of the old tin
of menace
mine pointing a sinister finger to the sky and by the plaintive
background moaning of the Pendeen lighthouse borne on the rise
and fall of the wind.
At Rosemergy Farm they told my daughter Denise it was
"tingly" at the Count House and weren't we afraid to sleep there?
There was no electricity and water was from the well, but at that time
there was a magnificent great slow combustion stove in the hall
which kept the whole place warm and where clothes could be dried.
After supper, gathered round a roaring fire in the sitting room with
the Tilly-lamps lit and the shutters closed, any sense of eeriness
was soon dispelled.
the compact
I had never before climbed on granite sea-cliffs
rose-coloured rock, the brilliant azure of the sea with its snow white
edging of surf extending far into the distance made a picture of
breath-taking beauty. That first impact left an indelible impression
that has not faded with the years. Climbing was exciting for there
was as yet no guide book and few routes had been pioneered. The
it lies like a
first sight of Porthmoina Isle is dramatic indeed
great ship at anchor in the tiny bay of Rosemergy Cove encircled
by the cliffs of Bosigran Face to the east and Bosigran Ridge to the
west. The first indication of the nature of the coast is the jagged
outline of the pinnacles of Bosigran Ridge which is visible from the
Count House and which gives some 700 feet of climbing and was
one of the first routes we did. At that time there was a very elegant
alternative to the ordinary first pitch. Instead of traversing round
the nose of the ridge at sea level and up the chimneys of the east
wall above the narrow little zawn, the alternative route consisted of
a delicate traverse across a slab on the west wall of the nose. The
advantage of this start was that it could usually be done when the
tide was too high to traverse round the nose. Unhappily during a
severe winter storm a great slab of rock split away removing the
27
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first twenty feet or so of the alternative start. The final pitch of
the ridge (which most people used to leave out) is an intriguing
problem the answer to which I found was to climb facing outwards.
Crossing to and from Porthmoina Isle can be hazardous at high
tide or in rough weather at the seventh wave; many a party has
been marooned there for several hours and it remains the haunt of
Gulls and Kittiwakes. On our first exploration of the Island we
kept to the Ridge Climb over the top and back the same way. Then
we followed the Guillemot Traverse from South to North returning
by the middle East Face traverse thus making a circuit of the Island
well above the tide-mark.
Sea cliff climbing takes getting used to for at first the constant
movement beneath can be most disconcerting, especially when the
wind and the noise of the waves breaking just below make communication between members of the party wellnigh impossible. One
quickly realises, too, the falacy of any idea one may have had that
a fall into the sea would be less lethal than onto dry land.
Mr. Andrews
the discoverer of the cliff-climbing of West
Penwith
told us about his traverse of Green Cormorant Ledge
from Cave Zawn to Great Zawn and we went to explore, but at the
first attempt did not even succeed in finding the approach. On a
later occasion Denise and I made a more determined attempt and
spent hours trying to get across the crux move into the Great Zawn.
This is where Mr. Andrews, climbing solo, had lassoed a "rock
hitch" above and so swung down into the Great Zawn. We could
see his bollard, but there was a gull nesting on it. We managed to
insert a nest of pitons hopefully for a belay, but we weren't very
expert and the pitons
all three of them
were most decidedly
rickety. After repeated attempts we retreated sadly knowing that
the Biven brothers
Peter and Barry
were coming shortly and
would surely succeed as indeed they did with Trevor Peck. Nevertheless Barry coming last and without the security of a rope from
above preferred to take off his clothes and jump into the sea!
The early days of scrambling and exploring were tremendous
fun and full of excitment. At Cam Les Boel south of Land's End
near the beautiful bay of Nanjizal we made the first lead of the
Grooves
a splendid one pitch climb of 80 feet on a thin curtain
of rock jutting out several hundred feet into the sea. On rough days
the waves break against the sides sending sheets of spray shooting
sixty feet and more into the air completely submerging the Grooves
climb.
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Cam Less Boel: the Grooves climb starts at sea level and runs diagonally
across the sunlit slab leading to the Grooves (in shadow) and continues up
these to finish on the sunlit pinnacle above.

Photo: Nea Morin

Further south still
near the southernmost tip of West Penwith
we spent idyllic days on Chair Ladder unaware whether or
not we were on known routes. I climbed a chimney crack (just right
of the magnificent South Face Direct), but lacking the courage of
my conviction that it would go I was tempted by a top rope and the
climb was subsequently christened "Nearly". One elegant climb
in the Chair Ladder group is the Terrier's Tooth which gives most
delightful climbing with a hard start and a fine exposed finish.
Many of the best climbs are on Bosigran Face
Doorway,
Doorpost, Autumn Flakes and Nameless, all of which are splendid
natural lines in not too high a category. In 1953 Dennis Kemp and
I made the first ascent of Nameless. At the time we were in a party
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with Menlove Edwards and he had something in mind on Window
Ridge, but after setting out in this direction we found the wind at
gale force and Dennis and I, who both felt we would prefer somewhere more sheltered, proposed Bosigran Face. Menlove probably
thought we were just chickening out and he continued on his own
and made a direct finish to Western Ridge. As we had foreseen the
Bosigran Face climbs were sheltered, but the weather was deteriorating and without Menlove our enthusiasm had waned somewhat.
However we prospected along looking for a good line and hit upon
the easy beginning ramp of what is now Nameless. Once having
made a start we continued, with Dennis in the lead to the top of the
ramp. After an awkward move to the right Dennis disappeared for
what seemed ages and when eventually I came to follow I was
shattered to find he had made a very delicate move in an ultra
exposed situation with only a wee chockstone for a runner (a la
Menlove) in one of the twin cracks immediately below the final crux
pitch. By now it was drizzling, the rock had become very slippery
and our position wasn't a happy one. The crux move above was
extremely awkward with no alternative and our only belay a couple
of very wobbly pitons high on the wall out to the right. It was a
fine lead of Dennis' and we were only sorry that Menlove hadn't
been with us, for this was one of the earliest V.S. routes "through
the heart of the most interesting region of Bosigran Face". Now of
course the face is criss-crossed with far harder and far more spectacular climbs. But it was fun to have been in on "a good line"
before the proliferation of V.S. and Hard V.S. routes.
In 1967 whilst standing on a ledge at the foot of Terrier's Tooth
I was hit on the head by a large lump of granite falling clear for
thirty feet or so. Luckily it was a glancing blow for I was not
wearing a helmet. I was only knocked out for a few seconds and
with the help of my son was able to climb up to a grassy ledge. I
was then whisked off by ambulance to Penzance and after having
several stitches in was told to go home to bed. A couple of days
later Trevor Peck turned up at the Count House and suggested that
what I needed to set me up was to do a small climb. I agreed and
off we went to Alison Rib which was fine. But then Trevor suggested
we go along to the main Bosigran Face where he said he knew of a
little climb which would be just the thing for me. I was quite sure
there was nothing on the face suitable for me in my still rather
shaky state, but along we went and I found myself embarked upon
what turned out to be Autumn Flakes. The first pitch was a
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strenuous layback
I had no strength and found it really hard
going. Our belay before the second pitch was one of the then new
Peck "crackers"
a minute chock about the size of a child's
thimble with a wire loop attached
and away went Trevor
apparently with no qualms as to whether I would be able to follow.
The next belay was at a good piton at the top of the first pitch of
Nameless with which Autumn Flakes shares this stance. Above this
came the crux of our climb
a delicate traverse. I could feel my
strength ebbing alarmingly and was really scared. However Trevor
seemed to have no doubts at all and it was his confidence that enabled
me to make the grade. But Autumn Flakes in 1967 seemed to me
ten times harder than Nameless in 1953 .... Well, I was one hip
operation and 15 years older and I guess Trevor's and my combined
ages must have been at least 130-131 to be exact.
As soon as we had finished on Autumn Flakes Trevor and Peter
Biven made a new climb, Paradise, H.V.S., which took a line up
the face close to Nameless and it was fascinating to watch these two
splendid climbers working the route out. Just two years later Trevor
died.
In 1970 Dennis Kemp took me up both Terrier's Tooth and
Doorpost
the latter a superb climb and at 220 feet the longest on
Bosigran Face, and that I fear may well have been what in these
parts might perhaps be called my Shag song.
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' A LPINE starts never bother me'.
I was quite prepared to eat my words one 'morning' last year
up at The Dom Hut in the Pennine Alps
except that I did not
feel like eating anything. A descent from the Tasch Hut followed
by that terrible slog up to the Dom coming on top of two 4,000
metre peaks in the first two days of the holiday, had taken its toll.
However the weather and conditions were still perfect, a situation
far too unusual to let 'minor' ailments postpone the proposed route.
Henry and I were to attempt the Nadelgrat, going from North to
South and returning to the Dom Hut. The official guide book time
was 12 hours and although the grading was not high it was our
first serious route.
We managed to get away by 2-30 a.m., before the hordes
aiming for the ordinary route up the Dom. As we gained height we
could see the long glow worms of torches below. Route finding
was as easy as that on the pony track up the Ben, the only difference
being the odd crevasse. The glacier which ends near the Dom Hut
does not lead directly to the upper cwm made by the head wall of
the Nadelgrat and the Dom. There is an intermediary col called
the Festijock, an unpleasant place of loose slate and gravel at that
time of the year. We negotiated the summit pinnacles with little
problem but our friends an hour later encountered a long 'traffic
jam' as the ropes began to bunch up with the change from snow, to
rock, to snow again.
The Festijock brought our first glimpse of the ridge, looking
across the glacier like a vertical wall of rock and ice. 'How in the
world do we get up there ?'
The guide book talked of a narrow couloir leading up to the
Stecknadeljock, on the left hand end. We finally convinced ourselves that it had to be the ribbon of snow leading down from the
farthest col, a process of elimination as we counted the summits
back from the inarguable positions of the Lens jock and the Dom.
The glacier across to the coulior looked decidedly tricky with several
large gapping holds. However someone had pioneered a route and
we stuck faithfully to their tortuous path through to the fan at the
bottom.
The Nadelhom
Photo: Henry Wheatcroft
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We were now confronted with a choice of nearly vertical rubble,
or the ice of the couloir. The guide book recommended the former
but for most of the time we see-sawed between the two. Rubble in
crampons has its moments! The assent was made more intimidating
by the sight and sound of a helicopter operating on the face to our
right
below the traverse we were to take. It seemed to recover
two bundles before disappearing back towards the valley.
In my rather fragile state of health my reaction on reaching the
col was .... 'I am not going back down there!'
We were committed.
It is amazing how quickly one improves when faced with a few
minor technical problems in exhilerating positions. The ridge could
not have been in better condition. The rock was dry, the snow
stable and consolidated. This was just as well since we were often
following the proverbial knife edge one foot in the Saas valley the
other in the Zermatt. The whole of Central Switzerland was visible,
and probably even further if we had known what to look for. For
some time we had the mountain to ourselves. No one had followed
us up the couloir, we were the only people traversing in the NorthSouth direction. It became obvious that the preferred 'continental'
direction was 'South-North'
only the English do it the other way.
As we had to climb down most of the interesting bits I was soon
converted to more European co-operation among guide book
writers!
It was 12.00 a.m. before we stopped for sustenance on the
summit of the Lenspitz.
'Not far now'. We thought.
'Down hill all the way'
the official descent time was 2 hours
and we had kept up pretty well so far
considering the queasy
start. The Nadelgrat stretched back behind us and there was a
definite glow of achievement mingled with the usual comments on
the view and position. However a thin mist was gathering as we
started down and the standard of the rock rapidly deteriorated, as
did our progress. Fully 1J hours later we reached the Lens jock to
be confronted with a nasty combination of melting snow on hard ice.
For the first time that day I was really worried as we started to pitch
it down towards the bergshrund. Henry admitted afterwards that
he even started looking for a bivvy site in case the ice proved
impossible. A night's frost on the top layer would have relieved
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most of our problems, if not those of our friends below. However
after a nerve-racking ^ hour \ve reached easier ground, the bergshrund was crossed and we rejoined the Dom trade route.
The upper cwm had now become an enormous white suntrap,
a strange contrast to the damp cold on the col. We ploughed down
through deep wet snow, back to the Festijock, which created
several problems for tiring brains and bodies. What had taken us
10 minutes in the early morning now expanded to | hour in the
afternoon sun. The snow below was regained with relief and as
\ve ploughed on down our spirits revived yet again. It was two
quite perky climbers who arrived back at the Hut with wide grins
announcing their success. Their expression soon changed when we
heard the bad news. The Hut was full with new arrivals and no
beds were available. It was 5 p.m. The prospect was either a night
downstairs, broken at '2.0 when the hordes were called, or a trip
dowrn the further 5,000 ft. to the valley. After 4 successive short
nights at huts the decision was unanimous and we hurriedly packed
our few remaining belongings.
The journey down was nearly as endless as that upward the
previous day. It was finished by torchlight through the steep
lower forests with the hidden tree roots and swinging branches. I
shall always regard the Dom Hut assent as one of the most uncivilised
in the Alps. However even that could not mar the rest of the day
It had not been without discomfort and the odd moment of fear,
bait after 3 years enforced absence I had achieved a serious Alpine
route. All the pre-Alpine doubts about my ankle had been resolved.
I knew its limitation but fortunately they did not extend to steep
rock or snow, even of Alpine proportion. I had enjoyed the day,
not only in hindsight and anticipation but also 'live'.
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VAAGEKALLEN
Sheila Cormack

AND S. of the peak" read the guide book. We had no boat,
nor even a car, so started the day on the first bus travelling
away from our mountain to shop in the nearest village. The next
bus took us back to the end of the Hopen road.
"Why put us off here?" we wondered.
We should have been on the other bank of the stream, beyond
the lake. After hiding the shopping behind a bush we plodded round
the lake and regained the road three quarters of an hour later. The
new bridge was not marked on our map! From Kalle a shepherd's
track led along the coast. Huge crags on the East face of Vaagekallen towered above the meadows. It was easy to believe the guide
book's claim that there is more rock climbing on Vaagekallen than
in the whole of the English Lake District. Pleasure changed to grim
determination as we negotiated rocky escarpments and boulders the
size of houses. Up, over, round or under, the route was exhausting.
The day was getting hotter. It was lunch time before we reached
the boat landing. Next time we would learn the language and hire
a boat.
Now the climbing began, up steep slopes with beautiful flowers
hiding loose scree; the sun burnt our backs. Deep vegetation changed
to alpine plants. The route ahead was vague. We scrambled up to
the granite cliffs; solid rock which reminded me of Arran. Soon we
were obviously off route, but the climbing was still never more than
"Difi".
"This must be an impassable barrier", we kept thinking, only
to find that an airy ledge led through the crags to easier ground. The
heat abated as cloud came in but we reached the top in time for
views of the indented coast with its many islands from Svolvaer to
Henningsvaer. A snow bunting was at the summit.
4.45 p.m. but there was no need to worry about daylight here.
Early July and Lofoten at midnight is as bright as a dull December
day in Scotland. We started down on the route we should have come
up; an unmistakable knife edge confirmed the place. From the ridge
a steep gully led down to the corrie. Determined not to return round
the coast, we crossed a col and with shrieks of relief saw an easy
descent on the north side; just scree and deep vegetation to the road
3,000 feet below.
36
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The sharp contrasts of vegetation were amazing. Old snow
patches gave way to wet bog. Three feet below there were green
shoots, and flowers were within three yards of the snow. On the
lower slopes, waist deep jungle masked boulders and deep holes.
From the road, three salmon fishers gave us a lift. They were somewhat confused when we stopped for our shopping but then took us
to the end of the camp site road. It was just a mile from there. I
would never have believed that a 3,000 foot mountain could be so
alpine.
Next day the rain and low temperatures returned. We travelled
round the islands but always at low level. Near Reine, in the South,
granite slabs rose steeply for 2,000 feet from fjord to summit. There
are no easy ways up these hills. One day, from a village busy with
haymaking, we crossed a col to a deserted beach. A mile of sand
faced out towards Greenland. Mike braved the cold to swim but a
paddle was all I managed. For a week there was mist on the hills
and rain in the valleys. Vaagekallen remained the only climb of the
holiday.
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To Judith Paris
At dusk, above Watendlath, month of June.
A. M. Falter

1T\O you still live here, Judith, by the tarn
^^^ And hear the stonechats calling on the hill ?
You must still live, for does not half the world
Seek secrets in the house that bears your name ?
And if you live, so must your sire and child.
This dusk may even let the phantom horse
Appear then vanish on the gloomy fells.
I wish it would and carry me away
From all this loneliness and discontent.
Behind me prowls a stealthy female fox;
She pricks her ears but does not flee in fear
As wild things would if I were only real.
You are more real than I, strange gipsy's child;
Hearts that love you are not aware of me.
They need to dream of you and know that life
Is more than all we touch and hear and see.
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KEA, KEA
Barbara Prince

HP HE night had been a bad one; the tent too small, the mist too
A wet and the ground rocky. This sounds familiar ? But for a few
discreet changes this could well have been Wales, however we were
in New Zealand on unfamiliar ground. How we wished ourselves
back to Ogwen on that damp dawn. To make matters worse, a
flock of screeching birds had come with the light and were nonchalantly flapping back and forth over our tent.
Formal introductions cast aside, one ground to a halt on a rock
but ten feet from us. Looking up at him he loomed enormous, with
a monstrous hooked beak silhouetted against the sky. Our visitor
sat on his rock, head slightly tilted, watching us out of one very
beady eye. Ray was trying to ignore him but was obviously concerned about this bird's motives!
Within minutes the number of birds had increased to five and
there they sat, on the rock, heads inclined, eyeing us. Doubtless
they found us fascinating; we were apprehensive. A few pebbles
scattered in their direction produced a minimal almost disdainful
reaction from the quintet. As the pebbles and our anxiety grew,
they hopped in for a closer look quite fearless. Our imaginations
running riot, the situation had grown to Hitchcock proportions and
we were preparing to evacuate, before they moved in on us.
Then, as suddenly as they'd arrived, they lost interest, like
children at a puppet show. They pottered around, grubbed in the
moss and flapped off into the mist leaving us to our breakfast and
the mountain.
That was on our first visit to the mountains of this country, only
a few weeks after our arrival. We had neither money nor transport
and our equipment was still chugging the world's oceans. Urban
claustrophobia had driven us to the hills uninformed, ill-equipped
and thoroughly intimidated. However we laughed when we later
learnt the true identity of our dawn visitors that day. We had met
the Kea, an oversized green parrot, comic and scavenger of these
hills. Keas are attracted to anything bright and become quite obsessive about rucksacks, tents and anything else the climber adds to
his pack. Harmless enough to humans they are a menace to his
belongings.
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That event was over a year ago and needless to say we
retreated from that hillside in the rain. We're now wiser to the ways
of these mountains and Keas. Much time has since been spent in
the hills watching the rain (and the Keas) and wishing we were
elsewhere.
Local sea crags and the arrival of equipment gave a much
needed boost to moral at that time. Winter was quickly taking over
in the Antipodes bringing opportunities we were quick to take
advantage of.
Winter in the Southern Alps builds up the Alpine snows, fresh
for the skier and mountaineer. Cranky rope tows and sophisticated
chair lifts swing into operation for the piste addict. The mountaineer
can now add skis to the mountain dimension and travel easily over
the vast, wide glaciated valleys.
Ray is, and always has been, "a snow and ice man". He had
revelled in digging snow holes across the Haute Route, loved
dragging a sledge up the Schonbiel glacier mid-winter and now has
yearnings for Antarctica. Not unnaturally he was anxious to get
me onto skis. By August I was a "skier" of four days patchy
experience mostly acquired in Blizzards. In other words I could
just about engineer a turn on a gentle slope.
Ignoring this we plotted and planned our ski-touring and August
(mid winter) found us in the shadow of Mt. Cook.
In the summer season this area is the mecca for overseas climbers
and tourists. By European standards the whole area is commercially
undeveloped, supporting two hotels and a store in the Hermitage
village, little else. Here, and only here had we expected to find
some sense of the climbing tradition, so tangible in Europe. We
found none and felt deeply cheated. Tradition it seems, moved
out when the tourist coaches moved in.
With tourism came the ski planes. These offer very reasonable
scenic flights over the Alps, landing on the high glaciers when the
weather permits. Conscience overlooked, these planes provide a
rapid way into the mountains for the climber or skier.
So, we had our ambitions. The Tasman glacier it had to be.
The Tasman winds down from the Alps for a full fifteen miles,
brushing the east flanks of Mt. Cook on its journey. The very
nature of the country and the excellent skiing snow make it top
priority for the overseas visitor in particular.
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Competent or not I was ready, plane booked, sacks packed and
adrenalin High. Need I continue? Of course the weather deteriorated
and air turbulence prohibited any craft landing in the mountains
for the duration of our stay. Bitterly disappointed we rejumbled
our thoughts and produced an alternative plan. We coaxed our
reluctant van up the bumpy "road" that has been carved out of the
lateral moraine of the Tasman glacier. The road ends at the point
where the Ball glacier runs down from Mt. Cook and carves into
the Tasman glacier.
Here the Ball Hut was erected many years ago as a base for
the magnificent skiing on the Ball glacier. Glacial recession however
has been extremely rapid and the glacier is now several hours away.
The hut remains a base, a shelter and a monument to the early
days when skiers had no sticks, no tows and couldn't turn!
For the next five days the Ball hut was to be our refuge.
Failing planes we'd hopes to ski or skin up the Tasman carrying
what we could. As the snow fell even this plan was thwarted. A
few hundred yards below our little van disappeared in a succession
of snow storms giving us a tremendous sense of isolation; there was
not another living sound in this mountain wilderness.
But I speak too soon! I'd forgotten the Keas. They were there
all right, sliding on the tin roof, hanging from the gutters, somersaulting in the snow. As accomplished comedians they expected
and received their reward of food. One audacious specimen however,
wanting more, invited himself in. He directed his energies towards
a packet of prunes and I regret to say that he received a ski stick
for his efforts.
Our time at Ball hut was not totally wasted. One morning
dawned bright and the cloud cover lifted just a- little to reveal the
Tasman snaking off up into the distance. Desperate for action we
groped our way out of the hut (scattering keas as we went). We
had packed food and equipment for four days and our resolve was
cast-iron. How quickly this resolve disappeared on reaching the
glacier. The glacier was thrown into enormous humps and bumps at
that point, and all covered with very soft wet snow. On foot it
would have been impassible with skis we stood a chance.
Ray of course coped despite his enormous sack; I was having
problems. My sack felt hideous and weighed far too much. We
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negotiated the mounds of snow and ice for about an hour.
Unaccustomed to skiing (let alone with a sack) my progress was
^ery slow indeed. With each step we were excavating a furrow a
foot deep and every now and again I was nosediving sideways into
the snow completely off balance.
It soon became obvious that the conditions were not going to
let us forge ahead to the next hut, about seven hours away. The
weather reminded us that it was most unstable by bringing down
a heavy mist mingled with snow. So our decision was made for us
and we limped back to the hut to recuperate and watch yet another
snow storm.
Only later did we realise how fortuitous our delay was. That
evening I developed appendicitis. Although not acute we decided
not to tempt fate and started to engineer our departure. Our van
was a mere bump in the snow and we were naturally apprehensive
about its starting powers. We blessed cars in general and Ford's in
particular, when it revolved into action immediately! Steering down
the road was a mixture of faith, chains and friction for most of the
5 miles to the flat, and we were nervous wrecks by the end. Later
that week back in Dunedin, my appendix and I parted company . . .
Our experience of the Mt. Cook area had unfortunately not
been the best. We had suffered from the bad weather which plagues
the Southern Alps and is understandable when you consider their
proximity to the sea. We found the area extremely barren, an
expanse of black, grey and white with no promise of lush Alpine
pastures lower down, only alluvial plains. In many ways it was
similar to the higher areas of those vast glaciers in the Bernese Alps.
To be fair, however, the climbing is obviously magnificent, mostly
on snow and ice or mixed routes, so Mt. Cook went down as "a
place to return to".
For the next few weeks I was a reluctant convalescent and
moped around as the Alpine snows melted in the spring sun.
Deprived of the hills I devoured endless books and articles about
the mountains of New Zealand, the true armchair climber.
One has to change many preconceived ideas before looking at
mountain literature in New Zealand. Historical accounts and
biographies are plentiful, maps and guide books are another matter!
We had heard of an area called the Darrans, the reputed Chamonix
of this country; good, clean granite. In my naivety I pottered off
to procure the usual one inch map of the area. My reaction in the
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shop on gathering that it hadn't been surveyed yet, was one of
annoyed incredulity and could have scarcely enhanced New Zealand
/English relations. A year later I've mellowed considerably and
learnt to appreciate and accept the problems involved.
Mountain guidebooks are another matter and a continuing controversy. Up until very recently there were none. Those that do
exist are in the best Scottish tradition i.e., "follow the obvious ridge
to the summit!'' This really emphasises the fact that Alpine
climbing over here has nothing to do with guide-books, and is a
true test of all-round knowledge of the mountain environment.
Whilst appreciating this point of view we have personally found it
very difficult to glean constructive information quickly and even
now we feel we're missing out on many good routes and opportunities. With limited time at our disposal this can be very frustrating.
We did eventually make the Darrans, mapless however.
Bewildered by the thought of spending Christmas in the sun for the
first time, we fled civilisation for the hills and were glad to find
ourselves in this extremely beautiful area. The Darran mountains
rising to about seven thousand feet, lie deep in Fiordland on the
S,W7 . coast. This was a type of scenery we hadn't associated with
New Zealand at all; sheer rock faces plummeting into fiords. Even
we turned tourist for one day and allowed ourselves to be ushered
onto a launch, to savour the delights of Milford Sound. In places
the walls seem vertical and the obliging "sea captain" will tell you
that they drop for seventeen hundred feet below the water. We
were impressed.
Inland a few miles, the same steep mountains present fewer,
but still considerable problems of access. The mighty road that
winds down to Milford Sound, skirts the Darrans and has opened up
this country. A hut near the road has established a base for the
rock tigers and development in the Homer area has been rapid and
competitive. The accent here is on the route taken rather than the
summit reached; a fairly new concept in these parts.
Dawn on Christmas Day found us high up in the sunshine. We
had started early for no other reason than we wanted to, mostly to
avoid the sun but also to eliminate Christmas nostalgia of warm
fires and holly. Our efforts were well rewarded as we looked down
over the clouds rolling in from the Tasman Sea. Mountains were
rising sheer our of this sea of cloud and we lingered long soaking
it all in. We reached our summit eventually but we \vere in no
hurry and for once we had honestly come for the view and to get
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our bearings on the surrounding country. Back off steep ground
^e brewed endless tea, drank sherry from a polythene bottle and
chewed on great lumps of fruit cake. What a way to spend
Christmas!
Little did we realise we'd seen the last of the good weather for
many weeks. Knowledgeable faces in the hut were sniffing the
wind and declaring a Norwester imminent. As we watched them
pack and head for home we mused on what the Nor-Wester would
bring. We weren't going to cry wolf
yet.
That night the rains came. The dry creek bed behind the hut
turned into a torrent and we were thankful that our ever faithful
van was on the other side. A river crossing might have proved the
end. The beech trees around the hut hung and dripped while the
bush assumed a brilliant green. The drumming of the rain on the
tin roof was unceasing and inside we huddled round an appallingly
smoky wood fire trying to raise some Christmas spirit! We retired
that night glum and with little promise for the morrow.
At midnight we were treated to some entertainment from the
Keas (who else?) tapping on the window and playing football with
a billy on the gravel outside. Their antics seemed to continue
regardless of the hour or weather and reluctantly, most reluctantly,
I forced myself out to retrieve the billy and say a few choice words
strange, we didn't see them again?
We followed the others back to civilisation after two days of
rain and the Darrans, like Mt. Cook, went down as "a place to
return to".
Only very recently have we discovered another facet of mountaineering over here
tramping. Bush bashing, river crossing
(roped and all), sixty pound packs, cooking on open fires and never
getting to that illusive summit somewhere at the end of - the valley, are all part of this game. There again we accept this now
and when Ray talks of taking his rod into the hills for trout, plans
canoes and builds snowshoes I know that I'm in New Zealand.
Yet, furtively under the auspices of the N. Z. Alpine Club we
find ourselves tucked in a corner discussing home hills with other
alienated "Poms". Tryfan, Gimmer, Tremadoc, and Gable, the
names are not forgotten and the memory of rock climbing lingers
on. However, subconciously even, we have become accustomed to
the vast empty mountains of this extremely beautiful country. We've
learnt to appreciate the isolation and the diversity of opportunities
and to even tolerate the Keas.
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PINNACLERS NORTH OF THE BORDER
Alison Higham

A FTER Easter the snow starts to disappear. This puts an end to
*
the skiing season and yet the hills are soaking wet and often
cold enough for a snow shower, which means rock climbing is not
really on for a couple of months. So, what does one do? sea cliff
climbing? Possibly, but the rock is very steep for out of condition
skiers! Well how about 'Munro-ing' in remoter areas? This suggestion came from Sheila, who owns a very light weight tent (6 lb.),
perfect for long carries so the decision was made.
The next time the Edinburgh and Aberdeen local holidays
coincided, Sheila and I headed for the North West. Saturday was
fine and we traversed Slioch managing to avoid most of the remaining slushy snow. Despite our loads and aching legs we enjoyed the
day and even having to ford a freezing cold stream didn't dampen
our enthusiasm for the next two days. Ambitious plans were
hatched in the tent that evening. However, Highland weather must
never be relied upon especially at 1,000 ft. and a storm blew up in
the night which threatened to blow the tent away.
As morning dawned the storm had abated slightly and we
decided to curtail rather than abandon Saturday's plans. So, waterproofed from head to toe, we squelched our way towards Beinn
Tarsuinn. Even though the tops were shrouded in cloud we could
sense the steep drops on either side of the summit ridge which,
coupled with a very gusty wind and slippery rocks from the over
night snow, encouraged us to leave the crest a little early and head
for the comparative shelter of Gleann na Muice. Towards the end
of the day we sighted the Shenavall bothy with relief, however there
was one more problem
the river needed fording. We could see
it was deep so we took our trousers off but in April this wasn't
enough, the river was a knickers-off job! Luckily there were no
spectators.
Sheneval must be one of the most delightful bothies in Scotland,
in fact it is more like a hut. On Monday the weather hadn't really
improved so very reluctantly we abandoned our plans for An
Teallach and just walked out to Destitution Road, at the head of
Little Loch Broom. It was probably just as well as we still had to
hitch back to Kinlochewe on Loch Maree for Sheila's van.
45
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Far from being put off by the weather \ve made plans for our
next long 'Munro-ing' weekend. This time we headed towards Loch
Hourn (South of Glen Shell), the aim being to 'bag' 3 remote
Munroes, Ladhar Bheinn, Luinne Bheinn and Meall Buidhe. Not
wanting to waste a day walking in from Kinloch Hourn to Glen
Barrisdale, which was going to be our base, we first traversed Sgurr
a Mhaoraich and Am Bathaich (just North West of Loch Quoich)
and after tea walked in the relative cool of the evening along the
beautiful path which skirts Loch Hourn.
On Saturday we tackled Ladhar Bheinn which had looked very
spectacular from the valley in the previous evening's sunset.
Unfortunately half way round the corrie the clag descended and we
had to traverse the most interesting parts of the ridge with very little
visibility.
This whole area is most interesting with many good pony tracks
remaining from the days when all the glens supported crofting
communities. Some estate employees still live in these very remote
regions which must be lovely in the summer but very bleak in the
winter.
From Saturday's walk we had been able to see Luinne Bheinn
and Meall Buidhe and we had not been exactly encouraged by what
we saw The two peaks were part of the same range but it was
obviously going to be a long day traversing both. However the
weather promised to be fine so we got up early. In fact the
weather was so fine that we found ourselves humping great rucksacks of clothes around the peaks and getting very sunburnt in the
process. We longed for sunhats and sunburn cream instead of
thick socks and waterproofs! Eventually we staggered over the 2nd
peak and down to Gleann an Dubh-lochain where a dip in the lovely
cool river revived us for our slog over the col and back to camp in
Barrisdale.
Monday was just as hot and we were quickly aware of our
burnt anatomy, so found that we had our work cut out just walking
back to the van. The midges forced us out of all the shady spots
and yet our fully clothed bodies couldn't stand the sun.
Relief came at last however with a beautiful swim in a lochan
before returning back South to Edinburgh and Aberdeen.
Ann Redman on ' Lightning Visit 1 Carreg Altrem
Photo: Alison Higham
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KUMAON PILGRIMAGE
Meena Agrawal

the name itself conjures up an image of an aweTTARDEOL
1 A inspiring and majestic peak, for it is but another name for Lord
Shiva the Hindu God who had made the Himalayas his own special
abode. The mountain certainly lived up to its name and image as
we realised when we actually saw this beautiful peak for ourselves,
last year.
Last summer (1974), I had the good fortune to be invited to
join a Himalayan expedition to the Kumaon Himalayas. It was a
joint Indo-New Zealand Ladies Expedition, and our objectives were
to attempt Hardeol 23,430 ft. (7150 m.) and an un-named peak
22,940 ft. (6940 m.) in the Milam Glacier. There were 11 of us,
6 Indian girls and 5 New Zealand girls, from different parts of India
and New Zealand.
We met in New Delhi on 10th April, 1974 and that was really
the beginning of the expedition. The first few days were spent in
packing, repacking and making adequate mule and porter loads and
so on, not to mention all the dreary and tiresome official paperwork.
We finally left for the mountains a week later, filled with the
joy of anticipation and looking forward to the delight of action at
long last. The first part of the journey was by bus, via Haldwani,
Almora, Pithoragarh to Munsiari. It was a fascinating journey along
steep winding mountain roads, alongside the swift flowing rivers
and deep wide gorges. The bus seemed to develop an awful thirst
as we kept on going uphill and we had to stop every few miles to
put water in the radiator. On three occasions our bus refused to
start and had to be pushed to start it, and twice we had to change
buses when, like a stubborn mule, it just refused to start and it was
found to have developed a major mechanical fault. The journey
was very picturesque and there were several small roadside temples
along the way. At times the bus driver stopped at one of these
temples and prayers were said for a safe journey by the devout
pilgrims in the bus.
A good deal of the northern part of Garhwal and Kumaon is
pilgrim country since it contains three of the main sources of the
sacred Ganges river, each of which is sanctified by the presence of
young, old, able-bodied
a temple. Devout Hindus from the plains
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and infirm, perform the journey to these ancient shrines deep in
the mountains every year in summer. Holiest of these is at over
10,000 ft. in the village of Badrinath. This is a few miles from one
of the sources of the Alaknanda river "where the Ganges falls from
the foot of Vishnu like a slender thread of a lotus flower''.
The bus journey ended for us at Munsiari, a very pretty village
nestling among the hills surrounded by lofty snow-covered peaks.
From Munsiari we commenced our long trek to the Base camp,
following the beautiful Goriganga river for a while and later passing
several small villages, many of them in a ruined state. Up to Milam
village we followed the old Indo-Tibetan trade route. Before the
Indo-Chinese War, there used to be a flourishing trade between the
Tibetans and the Kumaoni's and the local porters told us fascinating
stories of those good old days, when the villagers were rich and
prosperous and there was very little poverty. However with the
closing of the main trade route, prosperity changed to poverty. The
villagers had to go down to the foothills and valleys for work and
only came up to their villages in summer. Potatoes and a few other
green vegetables were the only things which could be cultivated and
these would barely suffice for the villager and his family Many
did not bother to come back to their villages and this accounted for
the ruined villages we saw on our way,
Milam Glacier is one of the longest glaciers in the Himalayas.
Our base camp (Nithal Thaur) was in the glacier at a height of
13,800 ft. (4250 m.). Every morning we were greeted by a fabulous
view of Hardeol, Tirsuli, Nithal, Thaur and several un-named peaks.
Avalanches could be heard thundering down the eastern slopes of
some of these peaks at all odd hours of the day and night.
After spending a few days in recce, it was finally decided to
attempt the peak by a route which led in the direction of the main
ridge between Hardeol and the un-named peak. If this route proved
feasible it would give us an opportunity of attempting both our
objectives, possibly from the same camp on this ridge.
Soon after we had established Base camp, one of the girls
developed acute high altitude sickness with pulmonary oedema and
had to be evacuated urgently to Milam village where she made a
slow but satisfactory recovery and was eventually able to return to
base camp ten days later. She was quite ill and at one stage, plans
to evacuate her by helicopter were being considered. Apart from
her, most of the other girls seemed to acclimatise quite well.
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Meanwhile, slow progress was being made on the mountain due
to bad weather and difficult terrain. However, three camps had been
established and the morale amongst the girls was fairly high. The
first setback came on May 23rd when Nandini and Sherpa Lakpa
were swept down by an avalanche on their way back to Camp 1.
Nandini was thrown into a deep crevasse and was pulled out by
Sherpa Lakpa with great difficulty, as he himself had been injured.
Nandini was found to have a facture of her left tibia and fibula.
She was brought down to the camp where her broken leg had to be
manipulated and put in a plaster. She was subsequently evacuated
to a Military Hospital by helicopter.
This unfortunate accident did not deter the rest of the climbers
from continuing with their efforts on the mountain. However,
persistent bad weather made the going difficult and very slow. Some
of the girls returned to base camp for a rest and we all prayed for
a spell of good weather.
After several days of indifferent weather the pattern changed
on May 29th, and by evening there were clear skies and a frost. The
following day four of the girls, Vicki, Jill, Sreela and Vidya, set off
to ferry some loads. They left Camp 1 at about 5 a.m. That was
the last that was seen or heard of them. Disaster had struck suddenly and very swiftly and the girls obviously had had no warning.
They had been overwhelmed by an avalanche early in the morning
and possibly had been swept into some of the deep, narrow crevasses
in the icefall. The area was searched thoroughly, both aerially and
by a meticulous ground search, but no trace could be found.
This was the tragic end of the expedition. We had set off with
great hopes and anticipation but fate had decreed otherwise.
I have many pleasant and heart-warming memories of this
expedition
the warmth of the local folk, their folk songs and
dances; the New Zealand girls, surrounded by and followed by
curious local children, who had never seen fair-skinned people in
their lives, the girls painstakingly teaching them English and Maori
songs; the comradeship and loyalty of the Sherpas; memorable
evenings spent around the camp fires just talking, sharing confidences, getting to know one another better, learning about and
comparing the cultures, traditions and ways of our two countries;
' Valkyrie' Froggat Edge
Photo: Jo Greenhow
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Barhals on the mountainside .... oh, I could go on and on, but
the sad fact remains that the loss of dear friends will always overshadow some of the happier memories. At times like this, I am
reminded of these words by Emily Bronte
' 'What have these lonely mountains worth revealing,
More glory and more grief than I can tell,
The earth that wakes one human heart to feeling
Can centre both the worlds of Heaven and Hell".
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MEMBERS' ACTIVITIES
Britain
Scotland has been the most noteworthy scene of activity, with
traverses of the Skye and Rhum ridges, and climbs such as Centurion and The Bat on Carn Dearg, Green Hairy Corner on Carnmore
and Integrity in Coire Lagan. There has been a high tally of
Munros and several members have become addicted to Scottish ski
slopes. More traditional winter pursuits included Comb Gully,
Tower Ridge and Observatory Ridge, all on Ben Nevis.

The Alps
Central Switzerland has become the fashionable centre. In 1975
Shirley Angell did S. Wall of Galenstock, S. Wall of Klein Buelenhorn, and the S.E. Pillar of Bergseeschijen. Angela Faller did
Galenstock, S. ridge of Salbitschijen, S. face of Bergseeschijen (with
Ann Redman). She also climbed N. ridge of Badile, Zmutt ridge of
Matterhorn and Eiger-Munch traverse. The previous year (1974)
Shirley had traversed the Tsalion, Pigne, Cheillon, Petits dents de
Veisivi and Vajolet Towers. The joint LAC/PC meet that year was
to the Dolomites, led by Ron and Barbara James. There was no meet
in 1975 because of exploits rather further afield. Alison Higham went
to The Dauphine where amongst other things she climbed Les Bans
and Aiguille Dibona. Anne Shepherd in Zermatt did the Rotgrat
ridge of Alphubel, Allalinhorn and Nagelgrat traverse. In Autumn
1974 Ann Redman represented Britain at a meeting of UIAA in
Chamonix. The above list is by no means exhaustive, even though
the members concerned might have become exhausted in the process.

Elsewhere
In 1974 Sheila Cormack visited the Lyngen peninsular and
Lofoton Islands of Norway. She also managed a trip to Canada
and apart from work climbed in the Rockies and Selkirks (Glacier
National Park). Meena Agrawral was doctor to a joint New Zealand/
Indian expedition to the Kumaon Himalaya. 1975 saw Angela
Faller in Greenland and Margaret Darvall in Kulu Himalaya where
she climbed Ladakhi (18,300 ft.).
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OBITUARY
CHRISTINE A. WOODS (1912-1973)
Joined the Pinnacle Club 1954
Chris and I first met at the University in 1982 and for the first
twelve years of our friendship spent our holidays on rivers. Even
after my own conversion to mountain holidays and rock climbing
Chris remained dubious for some years, but a solitary ascent of
Siabod on a wet and windy day when she was soaked through and
her lunch was blown away sowed the seed which grew into a strong
affection for the new type of country. This unpromising beginning
also left her with a special regard for Siabod which she retained to
the end of her life. Not until she was sure of herself would she
agree to apply for membership of the Club, but, as was her way,
she then identified herself wholeheartedly with its aims and loved
the companionship which it brought.
We climbed and walked together in many parts of Europe. Our
first venture abroad, which was to have been to Saas Fee, had to
be cancelled because Chris underwent a serious operation on her
knee. For a time it seemed that her activity might be seriously
curtailed, but with great courage and determination she exercised
until she got back full flexion instead of the few degrees she had
been promised. Her spirit seemed inexhaustable and often sufficed
for two when fifty percent of the party was flagging.
In the 1960's she became particularly associated with the Yorkshire Meet, held in an area that she knew well and loved to show
off to her friends.
She found peace and relaxation in the mountains and few would
have guessed, meeting her there, how extravagantly she used her
superb vitality in coping with the demands of a busy and very
successful professional life. She was the first woman member of
the Yorkshire Veterinary Society and became its first woman
president as well as being president of the Association of Women
Veterinary Surgeons.
Those who knew her best will remember her as a deeply sincere
Christian, a great lover of the countryside and a generous and warmhearted friend.

WINIFRED JACKSON.
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MARY KERSHAW
Joined the Pinnacle Club 1961
Mary was a worker. I first met her on a search-and-rescue
operation thirteen years ago, and in her last communication to me,
written from hospital, she was regretting that she couldn't do more
for the club because of the work involved in running Moss Hill
with her mother and her sister, Mabel Oldham.
Her life was a meticulous mosaic of services for others, whether
it was introducing children and sometimes whole families to the
hills, looking after guests at home, exercising dogs, gardening
all
the jumble of activities that relate to families who have big country
places to tend in addition to their other interests.
A number of our members have special reason to be grateful
for the hospitality and welcome they have received at Moss Hill;
more of us knew it as a comfortable base for operations and one
where you could always be squeezed in, even if the old house was
bulging at the seams. Mary was an integral part of all this, and
those who know that green-shaded rural kitchen with its occupants:
human and animal, its warmth and cosiness and sense of fun, will
be aware of the enormous gap made by her absence.

GWEN MOFFAT
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BIRTHS
Jane Taylor
Angela Heppenstall
Janet Da vies
Helen Jones

a
a
a
a

daughter
daughter
daughter
son

May, 1074
December, 1074

MARRIAGES
Barbara Hannan
Pat Downes
Cynthia Heap
Alison Lamb

Ray Prince
David Danson
Ed Grindley
John Higham

fanuary, 1V)74
September, 11)74
January, 11*75

DEATHS
Chris Woods
Mary Kershaw
Mrs. John Hirst (original member)

J une 1073
August, 1073
November, 1073
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REVIEWS
HARD ROCK
'"THE magnificent photographs immediately rivet one's attention.
^ At first one is tempted to turn the pages greedily; only later are
the routes studied in detail, the articles savoured, and the full scope
of the book appreciated. Then one meets, or perhaps renews
acquaintance with, sixty great rock climbs, gets a personal glimpse
of forty climbing contributors, sees many others illustrated in
action, and gathers enough information to reach any of the crags
and follow the routes.
'Hard Rock' sets out not only to record fine and famous climbs
out also to capture the attitudes and motivations of climbers. It
succeeds in both. All the routes included are V.S. and above. Eight
crags on the Scottish mainland are represented, four on the Scottish
Islands, ten in the Lake District and ten in North Wales; there are
ten Pennine and Peak outcrops and five outcrops and sea cliffs in
south west England, in that order. There is no reason to start this
book at the beginning but, if one does, one meets the longest routes
first. Lengths range from 1100 ft. (South Ridge direct, Rosa
Pinnacle, Arran) to 50 ft. (the Right Unconquerable, Stanage).
Clogwyn du'r Arrddu steals the prize with five complete routes.
Nearly every climb is illustrated by a photograph of the crag and a
separate action shot. In addition, there are guide-book type diagrams
showing details such as cruxes and pitch gradings. A comprehensive
summary is included for each route, which will be invaluable to
impulsive readers urged to rush off and climb them. Scottish routes
are assessed for difficulty according to the English system (rather
than graded unqualified V.S.) and wisely so.
Selection of routes must have been a problem. Many others are
worthy of inclusion, but how could the editor omit any of those
which do appear? Almost without exception, the photographs are
superb. Occasionally a better illustration could have been used_
why relegate Carnmore crag to the background of the empty shooting
lodge, when remoteness from habitation is one of its major assets?
Most of the action shots suggest impossible positions, sometimes
grace, often strength.
The individuality of the articles is there for the finding. Perhaps
none will be immortalised out of context, but all are well presented
and worth careful reading. Authors avoid a 'blow by blow account'
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with historic detail, quotations, personal philosophy and humour.
Evocative imagery creeps in
'Beinn Trilleachan's side has lost a
patch of skin . . . ', 'Arran moves like a vast steamer up the
Clyde . . . ', 'Great nebs worn by the wuthering wind . . . ' _
confessions
'I was so big-headed that I climbed better with
girls . . ', 'I'd have stood in a sling if you hadn't been there' _
emotion
'the wild elation of having stretched myself to the
limit ...','... still in love with that wall . . . '.
It is a pity that no female climbers have contributed. Were any
asked? Did it not occur to the editor(s) that their attitudes and
motivations may be different? (Cynthia features silently, high on
Creag an Dubh Loch). Non-climbing readers especially may have
been interested in the feminine point of view.
Nevertheless, all who have known or who seek the indescribable
satisfaction of our sport will enjoy happy, even gripping, hours with
'Hard Rock'.

A. FALLER.
NAKED BEFORE THE MOUNTAIN by Pierre Mazeaud.
Victor Gollantz Ltd.
Mazeaud has a passion for mountains and combat. His descriptions of attempted and first ascents are gripping. The awe inspiring
Direct up the rotten yellow overhangs on the N. face of the Cima
Grande or the terrible retreat from the Central Pillar of Freney by
Bonatti and Mazeaud when four companions died make compulsive
and fascinating reading.
It is a pity Mazeaud does not give life to the great climbers with
whom he shared routes. Characters such as Bianca di Beaco, Michael
Darbellay andToni.Kinshofer.
Naked before the Mountain is easily read flowing in true
journalistic style from disaster to disaster. Early Alpine epics
culminate sadly in the unfortunate Everest 1971 Expedition when
Mazeaud walked out, dispelling any notions of International
brotherhood.
Pierre Mazeaud is a French Politician and it is unfortunate that
his book reads like an electoral manifesto for a future Minister of
Sport!

J. GREENHOW.
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LIST OF JOURNALS RECEIVED:
Oxford Mountaineering 1 (. 174/75
Yorkshire Ramblers Club Journal l (.)7-">
The Alpine Journal 11'74 and 1 (.'75
The Fell and Rock Journal 1{.'74
The MAM Journal l<)7:'>/74
The Journal of LC and CC 1 (.»74
The Mountain Bothies Associate Journal
The Rucksack Club Journal 1 (.)7H
Chester Mountaineering Club Journal l(.»74/7f>

BOOKS RECEIVED FROM GOLLANTZ
Naked Before the Mountain
The Great Day>
Hard Option

-

Pierre Mazeaud
Walter Bonatti
Gwen Moffat

STICKLE BARN
New Dungeon Ghyll, Great Langdale
At the foot of the Langdale Pikes and near the head of the
valley, Stickle Barn is designed to cater for the needs of
climbers, walkers and visitors to Langdale.
Cafeteria. Open Easter to
Licensed Grill
October for Snacks. Hot Meals and Breakfasts.
During the winter months the Restaurant is available for
Dinners, Exhibitions or functions, catering for up to 120 people
The Alpine Bar with its log fire is open nearly all year round.
Free House.

Large Car Park.

Telephone Langdale '213.
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Join the . . .

AUSTRIAN ALPINE CLUB
Membership benefits include:
tours and courses in Austria
50° o reduction on accommodation charges in over
350 club huts
reciprocal rights with other European alpine clubs
insurance, relief fund, maps, guide books, etc.
UK meet and lecture programme
discount in over 30 UK gear shops.
Austrian Alpine Club, Wings House
Bridge Road East, Welwyn Garden City, Herts., AL7 1 JS
Welwyn Garden 24835

P.

Y.

G.

PEN-Y-GWRYD
HOTEL
NANTGWYNANT, SNOWDONIA
•
THE HOME OF
BRITISH MOUNTAINEERING
Llanberislll

Guests 368

Fully Licensed

Central Heating

•
P.

R.A.C. A.A.

Y.

G.
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ROBERT LAWRIE, LTD.
Alpine & Polar Equipment Specialists
54 SEYMOUR STREET,
MARBLE ARCH, LONDON, W.l.H. 5WE.
Telephone: 01-723 5252
Telegraphic & Cables Address: Alpinist, London, W.I.
Business Hours:

Mon., Tues, Wed., Friday
9 a.m. - 5-30 p.m.
Late closing
Thursday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Early closing
Saturday 9 a.m. - 12 noon
*

CLIMBING BOOTS
Continental and British Patterns

WE ACCEPT REPAIRS TO ALL BOOTS
OF OUR OWN SUPPLY

CLIMBING CLOTHING AND
EQUIPMENT
including new Survival Equipment: Jumars, Descendeurs
Survival Blankets, Zdarsky Sacks, etc.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION
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Bartles Graphic Services Ltd.,
Station Road, Scunthorpe,
South Humberside.

